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The Ayrshire congress (swiss pairs and swiss teams) are at the end of
this month so time to get your entry in. The Swiss pairs are on Saturday
28th April and Swiss teams on Sunday 29th April. Red points will be
awarded. Then on Sunday 14th May the Scottish Swiss pairs moves to a
new venue, the Menzies hotel in Irvine. Entry forms for both these
events are on page 7 of the Bulletin. Or if you don‟t want to deface your
Bulletin copy then enter through the ABU or SBU website (or just give
the convenors a phone call!)
The first „Play & Learn‟ session was a great success, with 46 people
attending and giving very positive feedback. The second session has 60
people enrolled with, unfortunately, some being turned away as this is as
many as we can cope with. Perhaps we need bigger premises 
On the National scene Jim Wilcox added to his impressive bridge C.V.
when he managed the home nations Camrose event in East Kilbride. He
gives us a report of the event on page 4.
The annual mini-bridge tournament for the Agnes Templeton trophy was
again a huge success, this year Wellington school winning. There‟s a
picture on page 5 which I‟m hoping copies better than last month‟s
picture of the Munro winners!
Ayrshire‟s AGM is on Wednesday 25th April at 7.30pm. Please come
along as it gives you the opportunity to see what‟s happening, voice your
opinion and enjoy a free buffet and glass of wine.
In local competitions Stoian Kableshkov and Andy Raeburn won the
Ayrshire pairs, they won it once before in 2004.
The Tourney cup was won by Stewart Duguid, Sandy Anderson, Kate
Malkani and Sam Malkani. In the Ayrshire cup final Anne Braid, Sam
McNair, Alison Tudor and Jim Tudor beat Eddie McGeough, Janice
Thomson, Angela Knox and Jean Cunningham.
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Part 2 By Sandy Anderson
The main reason for not passing readily in 4th seat is that it allows your partner to make SENSIBLE passes in 2nd
seat knowing that you will protect his pass.
I have seen appalling take out doubles with 4-3-3-3 and even worse doubles with 4-4-3-2 shape, length in opener‟s
suit, and 12ish HCP. Learn to pass with these balanced bad hands which are equivalent to what Willie Coyle
called a Kamikaze INT overcall holding a balanced 12-14, you can still get to 1NT if partner protects with a
double.
The absolute MUST double or bid in the pass out position is when opponents have arrived in a cosy 2 level fit
especially at pairs e.g. 1D – P – 2D – P – P - ? Make a take out double with D shortage, be a nuisance push them
up one, they will nearly always bid one more, when they have a FIT.
Also over the likes of 1 of a major – P – 2 major – P – P - ? A useful gadget is to use 2NT here as pick a MINOR
partner, whereas x is just pick a suit, if partner thinks 2NT is 20+ high card points find another partner!! (see
examples below…Ed)
These take out doubles can sometimes be left in for penalties but NEVER leave in 2 of a major doubled at
aggregate or teams scoring, it can take 20 years to learn this!
Here‟s a couple of examples of what Sandy is advocating when competing to the 3 level.
N
E
1S
Pass
Pass ?

S
2S

W
Pass

East
♠83
♥54
♦AJ753
♣KJT8

2NT by East would ask partner to pick their best minor. You‟d like to have better minors but when
competing you have to be quite aggressive (but always with an eye on the vulnerability).
Note; Don‟t bid an „Unusual NT‟ immediately after the 1S opener with this hand, you would need at least
5-5 in the minors for this.

N
E
1S
Pass
Pass ?

S
2S

W
Pass

East
♠74
♥QJT7
♦KJ8
♣Q963

Now, Double would be for take out.
Although you only have 9 points in each of the 2 examples, the fact that your opponents have stopped at a
low level means your partner is marked with some points.

Beware!
Suppose the bidding goes 1S-2S as above, then North thinks for a while before passing. Then the need to
compete is not so clear cut. North was thinking about the possibility of Game so they‟re probably making
9 tricks anyway, and on a bad day you push them into a making Game contract!
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Why Teams of Four is the Best Form of Bridge

By Ian Dalziel

I was disappointed to see that Kyle BC no longer run a heat of the Tourney teams of four. Troon BC still run a
large heat with a wide range of players, there is a smaller heat at the ABC which is mostly tournament players and
Ardeer run a small heat. Troon run several other teams of four competitions, Kyle have a random teams night and
Largs have something similar but the majority of clubs in Ayrshire don‟t run any teams events at all. This is a
shame as teams of four is the ultimate form of bridge, that‟s why I instigated it at Troon and am glad they still do
it.
Teams of four is mainly a game of skill, there is much less luck than at pairs. This format is used at the Bermuda
Bowl world championship, the Camrose, the Gold Cup, Scottish Cup etc. Sadly most club players in Ayrshire
never experience this wonderful form of the game. I‟ll tell you why I think teams of four is the best form of
bridge.
In pairs events we regularly complain when we get a bottom through no fault of our own. Your opponents make
a cold game or slam not bid at other tables. They make a well timed pre-empt or a sacrifice, they find the best
line in play or defence and all of this happens only to you. It‟s so frustrating, you feel helpless. You rarely play
all the opponents and you always miss the weaker players. In the Blackpool 10(24) movement you have two
“revenge rounds” and of course you play twice against the best pairs in the club. Even if you play all opponents
an equal number of times you meet the best players on the difficult hands and the weaker players on the easy
hands. It‟s so unfair!
There is a lot of luck in pairs, mind you that‟s part of the attraction. If you win, your true skill at the game has
been proved to all and if you lose it was bad luck! When did you last hear anyone admit that their win was
mainly due to gifts from opponents? There is absolutely no need for handicaps in bridge, the luck element
ensures that every dog has his day! Mind you Swiss Pairs (where winners play winners and losers play losers)
does reduce the luck element considerably but is impractical at club level.
However in teams it‟s entirely different. Every board you play as
NS your team-mates play as EW, your net score is calculated on
each board and converted to IMPs and VPs. If you oppos bid
a slam, then it‟s up to your team-mates to do the same when they
play that board the other way. If you get best defence, or a pre-empt
or sacrifice against you then your team mates should do that too. If
they don‟t, your team loses and what happens at other tables has no
effect on your score. Ideally you play an equal number of boards
against each other team and at the end of the session you score
up and see what your team mates did on each board.
There is still an element of luck, you might meet the stronger teams on the swingy boards and the weaker teams
on the flat boards. However if you lose a round heavily you have no one to blame but yourselves.
After the game you can go for a drink or a meal with your teammates and discuss all the boards. Even a long
drive home takes no time with all these hands to discuss, but make sure your driver is wealthy as you need a large
quiet car for a four way conversation . Win or lose surely this is bridge at its best.
Apparently Kyle stopped running a heat of the Tourney because they were getting 12 tables on an average night
but only 6 tables at the Tourney heat. Understandable, but why was this? Do people dislike teams of four? No,
they actually enjoy it, but they are either too shy or to lackadaisical to ask another pair to make up a team! I
speak from experience, I have run many large teams of four nights at clubs, I once ran an event at the bridge
centre for ordinary club players with 24 teams and they loved it! I always got good entries for teams by going
round those pairs in the club who hadn‟t entered and (with their agreement) arranged a suitable pair for them.
It‟s not rocket science just a bit of applied common sense!
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By Jim Wilcox
The second weekend of the Camrose was held in the Holiday Inn, East Kilbride on the weekend of 2nd to 4th
March. With Scotland being the hosts of the second weekend we were allowed to have two teams, viz. Scotland
and S.B.U. After the first weekend in Oxford, England were leading with 99 V.P.‟s but Scotland were lying 2nd
with 82, so it was all to play for.
Unfortunately, neither of our teams played to their potential at East Kilbride and we finished 3rd and 5th
respectively. England played well and won with a total of 200 V.P‟s. Wales were 2nd having matched
England‟s total of 101 at East Kilbride but they were behind from Oxford.
These weekends are most enjoyable with a vu-graph presentation at the hotel and also the opportunity to watch
the play at home on B.B.O. Each of the 6 tables was presented on B.B.O.
Ayrshire are running the final home international, the Seniors Camrose, on the weekend of 18/20th May at the
Mercure Hotel in Ayr. This is the new name for the old Caledonian/Ramada Jarvis. I hope Ayrshire players will
take the opportunity to come along and watch some of our senior players in action. There will also be at least two
tables shown on B.B.O.
There were 2 boards which spring to mind, both of which cost us 15 imps.
Board 10 – Saturday afternoon against N.Ireland - Dlr E. Both Vul.
♠AK
♥AKQ92
3
AKQ83
♠96532
♥843
AJ
1062

♠Q7
♥J65
KQ9764
75

E

S

W

N

2D

P
P
3S
P

P
2S
P
P

X
P
4C

S

W

N

2NT
7NT

P
P

5NT
P

P
P

♠J1084
♥107
10852
J94

I was watching this saga unfold in the vugraph
3D and the experts reckoned that it was
the opening bid of 2D from East which had
caused the problem. I like to think that if I
had been holding the North hand I would
have been a bit more aggressive but who
knows. When Brian Short made the bid of
4C.
The commentators said “That can’t be
passed”
OOPS.

Board 15 – Sunday morning against Wales - Dlr S - N/S Vul.
♠K98753
♥Q108
Q7
103
♠QJ2
♥A3
AKJ
KQ952

♠A1064
♥K6
10852
AJ7
♥J97542
9643
864

P
P
P

E

The contract in the other room was 6NT + 1.
Scotland were E/W - Iain Sime-West and John
Matheson - East.
Easy enough to see what happened. Down to the
12th trick – was Iain going to drop the Q of diamonds
Well, of course he didn’t and couldn’t be blamed.

There’s always next year. Let’s look forward to the Seniors. Our team is John Murdoch and Iain
Sime, John Matheson and Willie Coyle, and Bill Whyte and Irving Gordon. N.P.C. Mike Ash.
I asked John Matheson the question "Was his 5NT meant to say - bid 7NT with a maximum?". This is his reply:"Originally that was the meaning for us. However we now play 2NT- 4NT = sound raise to 4NT - whilst
2NT- 4S = either a modest raise to 4NT OR a hand going on to slam whatever opener does - thus grand slam tries as
well as small slam tries can both go through 4S.
It was a good example of the need to update and rationalise our system notes. I had not done this leading to the
misunderstanding as I intended 5NT as pick a small slam i.e. either bid a decent suit at the 6 level or bid 6NT. "
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An Open Forum for anyone who would like to submit any
opinions, questions, gossip, suggestions, comments, abuse………
(Submissions can be sent by email to : james_tudor@msn.com, or phone me on 01563 830130)
Ayrshire Leagues: Ian Dalziel commented in last month‟s bulletin that Savoy no longer have a team in the leagues. This
isn‟t strictly true, every member of the Kyle Bute team is a Savoy club member!!
Shirley Moore
My partner and I are keen to play in the Ayrshire congress teams but don‟t have a pair to play with. Is anyone looking to
make up a team?
Arthur Team
If anyone is looking to make up a team of 4 contact me or the convenor Donnie Graham and we’ll attempt to fix you up…Ed.
What happened during the Tourney cup final? The movement appeared to be incomplete, i.e. each team didn‟t play against
every other team? Isn‟t this a necessary requirement in a final?
Ophelia Payne
Results on the Web : In a previous Bulletin I noted that many clubs don‟t put their results on the ABU web site however
I‟m delighted to see that Prestwick and Newton Stewart now regularly post their results. That makes 11 clubs who put up
their results and only 6 who don‟t. Five of these clubs don‟t even publish their calendar on the web site. So come on “silent
six” why don‟t you “come out”?
Partners: Wouldn‟t bridge be a great game if it wasn‟t for partners? Why do they exasperate us they way they do? If only
they were as good as we are, but we can‟t play bridge without them. Most of us have a regular partner or two and if our
partner can‟t make it others are queuing up to take their place. But what of those “lonely hearts” who would love to play
bridge but can‟t get a partner, do you ever give them a thought?
All clubs say they want new members but some prospective members don‟t have a partner. Some clubs will try and find you
one but others don‟t bother.
Some time ago I was stopped in the street by a lapsed bridge player “I have given up playing as I can‟t get a partner”
was his opening remark. It turned out his partner had moved away but his former clubs couldn‟t help him get
another one.
Another chap turned up at my bridge classes but it was clear he really wanted to play at a club. He had phoned a
club secretary who said they would get back to him when they had a prospective partner. I told him this might take a
week or two, but he had already waited a year but no phone call!
Another keen student of mine approached the secretary of his local bridge club “We can‟t help you if you don‟t have
a partner” was the curt reply!
One Ayrshire club has a partner fixer who doesn‟t even have an answerphone!
Men are becoming an endangered species in some bridge clubs and yet here were three reasonable male players who were
blushing unseen! However not all Ayrshire clubs are as bad as this. Wilma Stewart does a fabulous job fixing up partners at
the Kyle (and soon fixed up two of the three gentlemen above). At the Doon club you can turn up without a partner and
if necessary Sam Malkani partners an odd(?) person no matter the standard of the player (Sam must have the patience of a
saint!). I believe at the Kilmarnock club Thursday evening club Jack Cree turns up every week to partner an odd bod and
goes home if he‟s not needed.
Some clubs outwith Ayrshire have a standby rota. You can turn up without a partner, floaters are paired together as they
come in, the standby partners the extra person or goes home otherwise. It just doesn‟t work, I‟ve tried it! It‟s complicated to
organise, two people can be put together who are entirely unsuitable and not everyone wants to be standby. Unless the club
proprietor is willing to play or not play, the best method is a good partner organiser with an answer phone. Such a person is
the best asset a club can have.
Ian Dalziel
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What would you bid now?
By Stuart McCreadie
This month‟s problems are mainly about judgement and are quite tricky. Many thanks to Henry Crone and Sam
for contributing problems 2 and 3 respectively.
The basic system is Acol (incorporating Reverse Benji; so weak two‟s in the majors) with a 12-14 NT; Stayman;
red suit transfers over 1NT/2NT; weak jump overcalls; RKCB; splinters.
In competition: negative/responsive/competitive doubles/support doubles and redoubles; Lebensohl after an
overcall of our 1NT and after our takeout double of their weak two‟s. Michaels.
To add interest, marks will be awarded out of ten. The bid with the most votes will automatically receive 10
marks. To break a tie, I will use my casting vote. I will use my discretion to award the other marks. If I like a bid, I
will give it a high mark even though there are not many votes for it.
Here are the problems. Decide your answers first and read on…

 West
♠ AT72
♥ K852
♦ 543
♣ K4

E/W game; imps
W N E S
P 3D
P
P 3H P
?

E/W game; imps
Dealer East

Marks:

Love all ; imps
♠ QJ93 W N E S
♥ KQT7 - - P P
P 1S P P
♦ QJ
?



♣ 932

Problem 1.

West
♠ AT72
♥ K852
♦ 543
♣ K4

 West

W
P
?

N E S
- P 3D
P 3H P

4H 10; Pass 9.

Gordon: Four hearts.
Nine
tricks may well be the limit, but
the lure of a vulnerable game
bonus at IMP scoring is too great
for me to pass. Perhaps partner
holds 6-4 in the majors (the four
card spade holding providing the
argument against a weak 2H
opening). We then have a double
fit and ten tricks will roll in.
Brian:
Four hearts.
Interesting – North is not really
limited and yet my passed partner
can afford to balance, vulnerable
at the three level, and with an
overcall, not double. He has to
have a lot of distribution. Perhaps
he is 6/7-4 in the majors – seven
weak hearts in a single-suiter
might just open 2H. Or could he
have 6/7 weak hearts and ♣AQJx

or similar? I'm really not confident
about this, but I have nothing wasted
in diamonds and will guess to raise to
game – he risked a big penalty if I
didn't have a fit so my actual hand
has to be good news.
Gordon and Brian suggest a couple
of hand types where East might not
open a weak two despite having six
hearts.
Stewart:
Pass. We may well
have one too many losers in 4H.
After all partner passed as dealer.
Stewart introduces a welcome note of
caution. Partner has passed and the
raise to game might be penalizing
partner for his enterprise.
Janice:
Four hearts. My hand is
pretty good now. Partner hasn't
opened 1H/2H/3H so what am I to
conclude? As dealer he seems to be
not good enough to open 1H; too
good for 2H; and not the
requirements for 3H? (I see what you
mean. Perhaps he has just found that
he has misplaced a heart alongside
the diamond in
his hand!)
He doesn't need much for game. It is
imps so I go for it...a bit aggressive
but aggression is fashionable in
today's game....grrr !

West
♠ Q87543
♥ 84
♦ AK
♣ AKQ

Game all; imps
W N E S
1S P 1NT P
?

Sandy:
Pass. If partner had
opened 1H, I would not be raising
him to game. He has found a
brave balancing three-level bid
with his ten points and five
hearts. (Could he have six
hearts?) He reckons that I must
have some values. He has found a
good dummy. Don‟t hang him by
bidding on.
A logical argument for passing. I
can’t make up my mind. Let’s find
out what the other two think.
Sam:
Four hearts. Although
partner is a passed hand, the raise
to game seems clear at this form
of
scoring
and
at
this
vulnerability.
Think
about
partner‟s distribution. He should
have hearts and clubs.
With hearts and four spades he
would double. Partner could well
have five hearts to the Ace and
Queen along with four clubs to
the Ace. (Fair enough, and the
3H bid would be a brave bid from
partner. However the final 4H
contract will probably require a
2-2 trump break so that losing
clubs can be ruffed.)
Partner could also have six hearts
and three clubs to the Ace. (With
that hand partner would probably
Continued on page 9
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continued from page 8
be opening a weak 2H.)
With both these hands 4H should
have good chances.
Ian:
Four hearts. Why did he
not open with a weak two? - He
either has only five hearts or he has a
four card spade suit with a six card
heart suit. (Yes, many frown upon
opening a weak two in a major, if
they have four cards in the other
major.)
I think the five card suit heart is more
likely but with (very) short diamonds.
Either way I think he is not one suited
and I have good cards for his other
suit whether it is spades or clubs. I
think that opponents are likely to
make 3D so at imps and minus 200 is
not such a disaster and plus 620 is
likely to be big. When you have
support - SUPPORT!
Ian and the other 4H bidders are
confident that partner has a
secondary suit in addition to the heart
suit and I think that is right. Perhaps
a 3H bid from partner with only a 5card holding is more a Pairs bid,
where risky bids can pay dividends.
However
the
arguments
are
persuasive and the macho men and
lady have convinced me.

Problem 2
Love all; imps ; Dealer East

West
♠ QJ93
♥ KQT3
♦ QJ
♣ 932

W N
P* 1S
?

E
P
P

S
P
P

Marks: 1NT 10; Pass 9; Dbl 8.
* It was Pass at the table, although one
or two might like to venture a light third
in hand opener.
Gordon: One no trump. Protective around 10-12 HCPs in our system? With
the vulnerability and type of scoring
conditions, this appears to be a very dull
affair. Partner was unable to open or to
take action in 5th position over the 1S
opener. Would we score +50 or +100 (or

-80) from 1S, or reciprocally +90 or

-80) from 1S, or reciprocally +90 or
+120 (or -50) from 1NT?
Gordon chooses to contest the part
score, and illustrates why you should
contest especially at love all. It won’t
matter too much at imps, but if it
were pairs the argument would be
stronger.
Brian makes the same argument…
Brian:
One no trump. I'm quite
comfortable with passing at my first
turn. Now, I will bid 1NT. It is the
best vulnerability to declare a
competitive partscore deal – both
sides going down in 50s and all that.
As I have both majors, it will be very
rare that they suddenly up and bid a
making game. Yes, I could be
allowing them to get to a better
partscore, but if they have a minorsuit fit maybe we have hearts? Pass
could easily be the winning
(in)action.
…And Brian points out the risk of
opponents finding a minor suit fit,
balanced by our side possibly having
a heart fit.
Stewart:
Double. Here the
protective double will promise four
hearts.

double with this shape of hand i.e. length in opener's suit.
Henry Crone contributed the hand.
He was prompted by Sandy’s
article in last month’s Bulletin.
“Don’t Pass in the Pass-Out
Seat”. Sandy was discussing the
sequence: - One of a suit – Pass –
Pass - ?
Fourth seat should try to find a bid
as partner could have a good hand
with opening values. But this is
different. Here you are in 7th seat.
Partner has passed as dealer and
there is not the same pressure to
try to find a bid. But the 1NT
protective bid seems fine.
Sam:
Pass. Sorry, I do not
see this as a problem. If you
protect, opponents may well find a
minor suit fit. So stay silent.
I think that I would probably have
bid 1NT at the table. But this hand
is going nowhere fast. At teams
there is not much incentive to
compete. Partner might well have
a few spades. Pass does seem
sensible.
The actual hand was from a
“Tourney” teams of four heat.
North was 5-5 in the majors and
South was 5-5 in the minors. South
with 8 HCP’s had taken a “view”
to pass. Whatever you decided, you
were likely to lose a few imps as
N/S with the majority of the HCP’s
had contrived to stay at a low level
with their misfit.
Henry (West) - your two passes
were just fine. You lost a few imps
on the board. Shrug your
shoulders and move on. Next
board!

Janice:
Double. Well I have to
take this out...cannot let them play at
the one-level! I have choices of
double showing a maximum pass and
four hearts or bid 1NT in this
protective position...usually showing
11-14 and guard/s in the opened suit.
As partner sees that I am passed in
this scenario he would know I was at
the bottom end of this 11-14.
Anyway, I will double as I think it
expresses my hand a bit better.
I am not a great fan of double. I
would not really want to hear partner Ian:
One no trump. Protective.
bid two of a minor now, which I And Ian is in the 1NT camp.
would have to pass.
Sandy:
One no trump. This is
now equivalent to a fourth seat bid in
the pass out seat, (not quite
equivalent) showing 11+ points,
balanced and is easy for partner to
pass as you are already a passed hand.
You deserve egg on your face if you

PROTECT !
Continued on
Page 10
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Continued from page 9

Stewart:
Three spades. There
is a slight risk that partner may
pass my bid as 3S is not forcing.
I‟ll take the risk and as long as he
can bid, he will be able to choose
between 4S and 3NT.
3S is perfectly reasonable. As
already pointed out, with all the
points in the short suits, the hand
is not really worth its 18 points. If
partner passes there may well be
no game anyway.

Problem 3.
Game all; imps; dealer West.

West
♠ Q87543
♥ 84
♦ AK
♣ AKQ

W N E
S
1S P 1NT P
?

Marks: 3S 10; 2NT 9; 3C 8;
3NT 7.
Gordon:
Three spades. The
extra values in the minor suits
make up for the poor quality of the
spade suit, but it is always
unsatisfactory when most of the
high cards are in the short suits.
Brian:
Two no trump. Force
to game or not, stress spades or
not? Frankly, it is an impossible
problem. Those minors are not
really worth 16 HCP and the
spades are bad, so I neither force
to game nor stress the spades. If I
did decide to play game, I would
jump to 3C and hope for spade
preference, but I'll settle for an
invitation and trust partner to offer
spade support if he has three of
them.

To Force or Not….

Janice:
Three clubs. My
spade suit is a bit unedifying but
if partner has two, then for sure,
the hand belongs there. If I bid 3S
now, he can pass. So, I will
temporize with the forcing 3C.
This leaves partner room to
support holding three spades or
bid hearts (if he has them)
whereupon I will now bid 3S.
I don't want a 4C bid agreeing
clubs but if it happens, I will have
to correct to 4S and hope partner
gets the "message".
The 3C bid is reasonable, but for
reasons already stated, this is
perhaps not quite a game forcing
hand.
Sandy:
Three clubs. This is
100% forcing and 3S is not 100%
forcing. Besides which 4S will
not play well opposite any
doubleton spade, unless partner
has AK of hearts, when you can
now afford to lose three spade
tricks. (Not strictly true – see
actual hand below.)

Sam:
Two no trump. I
would like to bid 3S but the suit
is too weak. The alternative is to
bid no trump. But at what level?
The hand is from a league
match. I found this one difficult
and bid 3NT at the table. On
reflection I think 2NT is better.
Sam tells me that partner had
♠KJ and ♥KQx. 4S is the safe
contract and where you want to
be, but as the ♥A is with North,
3NT rolled home as well with
two overtricks.
.
Ian:
Three spades.
Strongly invitational.
There is no clear best bid here.
All three possibilities are
slightly unsatisfactory. The 3S
rebid certainly gets you to the
best spot on this occasion.
However I rather favour the
2NT rebid as it is slightly more
flexible.
Congratulations to Gordon and
Ian on their maximum scores.
But in this set there is very little
to choose between some of the
suggested bids.

Scores
1= Ian Dick
1= Gordon Smith
3 Brian Senior
4 Sam Malkani
5= Stewart Duguid
5= Sandy Anderson
7 Janice Thomson

30
30
29
28
27
27
26

Keep Fit initiative
Local government have contacted the ABU and informed us that we must recognise our responsibility for the
physical fitness of our members. Because of the sedentary nature of the game this needs to be regarded as a
priority for us. The ABU totally agree with this stance and so, to promote physical well being amongst our
members, the following rule changes are to be introduced:
As from 1st April 2012 ; at the end of each round of bridge (this is applicable in clubs and local competitions) all
players will be required to stand and compete one of the following, either 10 swift squats, lunges or press ups.
Any pairs sitting out must also participate.
Some individuals may apply for immunity from this requirement on health grounds, however they will be
expected to move themselves in some physical manner, as vigorously as their circumstances allow.
Compliance is mandatory.
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Extracts from March’s
DecemberNovember’s

Pollok Williamson Summer
Competition

This starts on 2nd May, Gordon
Smith will be directing this
throughout the summer on
Wednesday evenings. Subcommittee to meet to discuss the
handicap competition.
A letter of thanks to be sent to Ian
Burn for all his hard work with this
competition over the years.

Treasurer.
Thomson Kerr has volunteered
to be the new treasurer. This will
need to be approved at the
forthcoming AGM.

+ News
SBU Business
It was discussed at the
last SBU meeting that the
semi-final and final of the
National pairs might be
held over a weekend in
Stirling. The general
feeling of the ABU
council was that this
would not be popular.

Side lined
In the search for suitable side tables in
the bridge centre none have been
found. Sam Malkani has proposed to
make a few collapsible ones over the
summer.
Perhaps I should offer my help…..I
have experience of building things that
collapse…….not intentionally
though……! ...Ed

Senior Camrose SubCommittee.
A sub-committee has been formed to
assist Jim Wilcox with the organisation
of the Senior Camrose. They are Sandy
Anderson, Ian Burn, Eddie McGeough,
Tom Lindsay and Jim Tudor (I didn’t
even know I’d volunteered!...Ed)

300 Club – February
£25 Winners
R. Burns
N. Brow
L. Phillips

57
79
66

Scottish Bridge Union Presidency
The SBU council‟s nominee for the next president at the forthcoming election in May is Mike
Ash, who is already an active participating member of the council. The other contender is Archie
Bouverie hailing from Edinburgh. Proxy voting forms are available on the ABU website or on
request.
North

Test you skill

By Ronnie Alexander

Readers may remember that in a previous article there was a reference to a 1937 edition
of a bridge magazine edited by Albert Benjamin. Among the articles to interest readers of
the magazine was a double dummy problem presented by W H Whitfield probably
composed by himself but who knows? When this magazine was first mentioned in a
historical article in the Bulletin in 2004 it was offered as a challenge to readers who were
invited to submit solutions. No one did. Whether it defeated them or they found it too
easy and beneath their dignity or they just could not be bothered, it was a disappointing
response. However Ian Dalziel did not forget about it and has wrestled with it over the
years finally producing a solution which he is prepared to share with Bulletin readers. He
says it is not surprising that it is a tricky problem as W H Whitfield was professor of
mathematics at Oxford and a noted expert whist player. According to Ian the problem
was probably compiled about 1896. Whether Ian knows all this from his encyclopaedic
bridge knowledge or as the result of diligent research it is impressive.

In the end game shown on the right spades are trump and North/South have to
make all the remaining tricks. South to lead. Solution on page 12.

West

♠♥K
♦ QJ9
♣ KJ82

♠ JT63
♥♦ 82
♣ 74

East

South

♠♥ QT54
♦ T7
♣ QT

♠♥ AJ97
♦ K6
♣ A3
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Try this for a tongue twister
David Wiseman

The ABU Council felt that numbers at last year's Pollok Williamson summer competition were
affected by some people being apprehensive of turning up alone and ending up playing with an
unsuitable partner. This year, I have volunteered to run a host system to try and match up
players of similar abilities/temperaments.
The diary is now open for all Wednesday nights starting from 2 May. If you do not have a
partner for any Wednesday, just telephone/e-mail me or speak to me in person and I will make
a note that you are looking for a suitable partner. You can do this as far in advance as you wish
in order to increase your chances or ring me late as you want on Wednesday if you suddenly
feel like a game at the last minute.
I am fully aware that some good players might not want to receive a call from an inexperienced
player and conversely, some inexperienced players will not want to play with those who are not
particularly tolerant at the table. Thus, the intention is to be totally discrete. I will do my utmost
to try and match up compatible players, which may mean you have to wait until I have a few
suitable names. I must stress that you don't have to accept my recommendation at all and if
there is anyone who you don't quite see eye to eye with, just let me know and it will go no
further. In the event that I cannot match you up or if you don't wish to avail yourself of this
service, you can still just turn up on Wednesday evening as usual. Gordon Smith is directing
this year and will be available to pair up on the night.
Tel: 01292-445131
E-mail: 4wisemen@tiscali.co.uk

Solution to Test

your Skill from page 11

South plays H7 and ruffs with the S3. Next SJ, East CT,
South C3 (following East, if east discards a diamond then D6
from South), C2 from West.
Then, small club to the ace, followed by HA; diamond from
West and North, H5 from East.

North

Next, H9 ruffed by North, West throwing CJ and East plays
HT.
West

North now to play the ST and the distribution is as shown on
the right. East is squeezed, unable to discard the HQ and set
up South‟s Jack the D7 is thrown away. North can now
discard the HJ, it having done its job and the pressure turns
to West who has a Hobson‟s choice!

♠♥
♦ QJ
♣K

♠T
♥♦8
♣7

East

South

♠♥Q
♦ T7
♣

♠♥J
♦ K6
♣
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Ayrshire Pairs Final – Sunday 25th March

1

Andy Raeburn & Stoian Kableshkov 62.86

2

Chris Gurney & Thomson Kerr

54.76

3

Eddie McGeough & Janice Thomson

54.52

10

Donnie & Anne Graham

49.05

4

John Bryson & Jim Tudor

54.05

11

Anne Cattanach & Neil Falconer

48.81

5

Sam & Kate Malkani

53.57

12= Ronnie & Jean Alexander

48.10

6

Jack Cree & Tom Morgan

51.43

12= Nice McKell & Ann Fraser

48.10

7

Robin Gardiner & Angela Knox

50.95

14

Sandy Anderson & Stewart Duguid 47.86

8= Stuart McCreadie & Jack Lowe

50.00

15

Sharon Lindsay & Douglas Brown

39.76

8= Frances Murphy & John Stevenson

50.00

16

A Hughes & Ann Prigg

36.19

Ayrshire Cup Final - 28th March

Tourney Cup Final

Winners : Anne Braid, Sam McNair, Alison
Tudor and Jim Tudor

1

8

- Sunday 4th March

Sandy Anderson & Stewart
Duguid

119

Sam & Kate Malkani

Runners up : Eddie McGeough, Janice Thomson,
Angela Knox and Jean Cunningham.
2

3

Eddie McGeough & Janice
Thomson

110

Stoian Kableshkov & Ian Burn

National Individuals
Saturday 3rd March

3

1

4

7

5

5

Frances Murphy & Bobby Moore
Ann Fraser & Nice McKell
Steve Gray & Alison Tudor

1

Ian Burn

63.33

2

Vince Elliot

60.00

3

Sam Malkani

56.11

4

Eddie McGeough

55.00

5

Stephen Cole

54.44

6=

Stewart
Martindale

50.56

G & I Hervey

6=

Pat Smith

50.56

8

Henry Crone

50.00

Fiona Abbott & Pauline
Phillips

9

Rani Sinnak

49.44

Jean Cunningham & Angela
Knox

10

Frances Murphy

48.89

Tom & Margaret Bonnes

6

7

2

10

8

4

9

9

Jim Tudor & John Bryson
J. McClymont & Ian Adamson
Joe Woods & Alan Lochrie
John Haslehurst & Frances
Duck

11= Carol Lewis

47.22

11= Pat Reeve

47.22

13

San Lobel

44.44

14

Alex O'Hara

43.33

Douglas Stewart & J Campbell

15

Robert Coulter

40.56

16

Stuart McCreadie 38.89

Carol Lewis & Florence
Watson

10 6

Sue Fraser & Caryl
O'Donoghue
Thelma & Ken Ling

Thea Rae & Rani Sinnak

94
89
88

86

85

57

44

28
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26.03.12

Division One
Kilmarnock Annanhill v. Portland A
Troon South Beach v. Kilmarnock Annanhill
Kilmarnock Grange v. Ardeer
Portland A v. Troon Eglinton
Kilwinning Abbey v. Portland A
Troon Eglinton v. Kilwinning Abbey
Kyle Arran v. Kilmarnock Annanhill
Ardeer v. Troon Eglinton

17-3
18-2
20-0
13-7
20-0
11-9
20-0
11-9

Division Two
Portland B v. Troon Bentinck
Kyle Bute v. Portland B
Kyle Bute v. Largs
Kilwinning Corsehill v. Bruce
Bruce v. Largs
Kyle Bute v. Riggs

14-6
17-3
18-2
17-3
11-9
16-4

The Leagues almost finished, one match
to play in each division but the positions
are fixed in division 1 and the top 4
places the same in division 2.
Kyle has never won the first or second
division but this year wins both!
Congratulations Kyle club.

